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Intelligent Pop. Vocals and an acoustic guitar form a foundation for Dirty Laundry to seamlessly wander

through eclectic instrumentation. Dixieland bands, Old World-inspired breakdowns, slide guitar, banjo and

harmonica are sprinkled throughout. 11 MP3 Songs in this album (42:31) ! Related styles: POP:

Pop/Rock, POP: with Live-band Production People who are interested in Coldplay The Fray The Format

should consider this download. Details: The Highway Beautiful is the pseudonym of singer/songwriter

Jason Jurewicz. As a multi-talented instrumentalist, Jason performs most, and on some songs all, of the

instruments on his albums. His debut album, The Things that Lights Can Hide won Jason Pop Male

Vocalist of the Year at the 2006 L.A. Music Awards along with a hometown honor of Best New Original

Band at the Buffalo Music Awards in Buffalo, NY. Songs from this album also aired on MTV, The Oxygen

Network and Discovery Health. The Highway Beautifuls latest release, Love Letters, Soapboxes and Dirty

Laundry is a progression of ideas, both musical and lyrical. Falling into the self-defined genre of Intelligent

Pop, Jasons vocals and an acoustic guitar form a foundation for Dirty Laundry to seamlessly wander

through eclectic instrumentation. Dixieland bands, Old World-inspired breakdowns, complete with clarinet

and accordion, slide guitar, banjo and harmonica are sprinkled throughout giving the album a uniquely

refreshing and welcoming sound. Dirty Laundry relates to people on an emotional level by getting in their

heads and making them think about who they are as they relate to the world around them. The lyrics raise

questions about what is taken for granted and illustrate Jasons beliefs, hurts and triumphs all the while

leaving the listener with a sense of hope.
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